
Half Empty Half Full: A Shifter Space Opera (Spaceship Huey Adventures #2) By John Hundley Half
full half empty meaning Desperate to stay safe and under the radar he is demoralized to find the
SS Huey on a mission that puts him in the crosshairs of the powerful corporation whose plans to
build an army of cyborgs he just thwarted. Half Empty Half fullwave Branded a terrorist and his
ship a pirate vessel Crane plots a secret route through an armed blockade to the planet Kier where
the discovery of a rare metal could shift the galactic balance of power. Is the glass half-empty or
half-full why With all previous attempts at mining meronium ending in the gruesome deaths of
every miner involved and the locals revealing to him the nature of what guards the mines Crane
confronts the dread realization that he alone must face the monster. Book Half Empty Half full
taproom Can Clifford Crane and the SS Huey run the gauntlet of battle cruisers overcome the
ancient evil that guards the mines and tip the galactic balance of power in their favor? Or will they
find themselves caught in the middle of an apocalyptic interstellar war? Half Empty Half Full is the
thrilling second book in the Spaceship Huey Adventures space opera series, Can a reluctant hero
overcome an ancient evil to forestall a galactic apocalypse? Clifford Crane hates having been labeled
a hero: What is half full and half empty Centuries of experience has taught the legendary shifter
that standing in the limelight only illuminates the target on his back. Half empty half full glass
THE Corporation wants revenge and it has the resources and firepower to exact it: Half empty half
full card poster If you like exotic worlds quirky aliens and a touch of romance you’ll love flying with
the SS Huey. Half Empty Half fullpower Half Empty Half Full: A Shifter Space Opera (Spaceship
Huey Adventures #2).
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An interstellar war is brewing. A monster guards the key to power


